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COHOMOLOGICAL DIMENSION OF A GROUP
WITH RESPECT TO FINITE MODULES

BY

JUAN JOSÉ MARTÍNEZ

Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to compare the cohomological

dimension of a group, relative to finite modules, with the cohomological

dimension, in the usual sense, of its profinite completion. The basic tool used

to perform this comparison is certain stable cohomology of the group. The

reason is that there exists a spectral sequence which relates the continuous

cohomology of the profinite completion, with coefficients in this stable

cohomology, to the ordinary cohomology of the group. Moreover, the direct

method of connecting the cohomology of the group with the profinite

cohomology of its completion arises from the edge effects on the base of this

spectral sequence.

The problem of comparing dimensions considered here was proposed by

Gruenberg [2, §8.12, p. 177], to whom the author wishes to express his thanks.

This paper is divided into two parts. §1 deals with the stable cohomology of

a group, and contains the results of qualitative nature. In particular, the

spectral sequence mentioned above is included in this section, as well as its

connection with the comparison method used by Serre in [4, Chapitre I,

Exercises du §2.6, p. 1-15]. §2 is essentially quantitative. Its heart is the

comparison theorem, which is preceded by some preparatory results on

dimensions of the three cohomologies involved in the question.

1. Stable cohomology. Throughout this paper, G is an arbitrary group, and

G denotes the profinite group associated with G [4, Chapitre I, Exemple 3, p.

1-1], that is, G = proj lim.lJG/U, where the limit is taken over all normal

subgroups U of finite index in G, with respect to the quotient morphisms of

the identity map of G. Let h: G -* G be the group morphism defined by the

projections of G onto its finite quotients G/U; explicitly, h(s) = (sU)Ut for all

s G G. Recall that (ô,h) can be regarded as the separate completion of G,
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with respect to the topology of the subgroups of finite index. The following

known relation between subgroups of G of finite index and open subgroups of

G will be used repeatedly.

Lemma l.l. If V is a subgroup of finite index in G, then P is canonically

isomorphic to the closure ofh(V), which is an open subgroup of G. Moreover, any

open subgroup W of G can be obtained in this way, by taking V = h~x(W).

If A is a G-module, (Au)v, where U runs through all normal subgroups of

finite index in G, is an increasing family of submodules of A. Then,

DG(A) = UrjAu is also a G-module. Actually, since 6 = proj limyG/U,

DG(A) = ind limyA11 and G/U operates coherently on Au, DG(A) has a

canonical structure of discrete (/-module [3, Chapitre VII, Théorème 3, p. 176].

Hence, DG may be viewed as an additive functor from the category of G-

modules to the category of discrete G-modules. The right derived cohomolog-

ical functor of DG is called the stable cohomology of G and is denoted by

Hj{G, ). (This denomination is justified by 1.3 and 1.4.) Since DG is left exact,

the elementary homological algebra [2, §§2.1-2.3, pp. 139-144] provides the

following

Proposition 1.2. The positive d-functor Hj (G, ) is characterized, up to an

isomorphism, by any one of the following three conditions:

(i) 77f"(G, ) if universal and H°S(G, ) = DG.

(ii) 77, (G, ) is exact, /7°(G, ) = DG, and HS"(G, Q) = 0, ifn >0andQ is
an injective G-module.

(iii) Hs (G, ) is exact, and H¡(G,A) a H (DG(C)), if A is any G-module and

C is any injective resolution of A.

The stable cohomology of G may be computed by using the ordinary

cohomology H'(U, ) of each normal subgroup U of finite index in G. To see

this, observe that G/U acts on Hn(U,A), by conjugation, if A is a G-module

(cf. [3, Chapitre II, §l.d, p. 53]; but the notation must be arranged via the

inversion map * h» j-1 of G). Under these actions, the quotient morphism

G/V -> G/U and the restriction morphism H"(U,A) -» H"(V,A) are compat-

ible, whenever U 2 V [3, Chapitre II, Proposition 7, p. 54]. Therefore,

ind limy H n(U, A), where the limit is taken with respect to the restrictions,

becomes a discrete G-module, again by [3, Chapitre VII, Théorème 3, p. 176].

Then, regarding H"(U, ) as a functor from G-modules to G/U-modules,

ind limy H "(U, ) becomes a functor from G-modules to discrete G-modules.

Thus, the corresponding cohomological functor ind limy H (U, ) is defined

for G-modules, with values in the category of discrete G-modules. Now, let Q

be an injective G-module. Since Q is 5-injective, for all subgroups 5 of G,

because the group ring Z[G] is free (and hence, projective), as a 5-module, it
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follows that ind limt/77''(i/,Ö) = 0, if n > 0. Moreover, ind lim^T/^í/, )
= DG, for H°(U,A) - Au, as G/i/-modules. Therefore, 1.2, (ii) applies to

give the

Corollary 1.3. There is an isomorphism of ^-functors

Ht(G, ) en ind\im¡jH(U, ).

Alternatively, regard H"(U, ) as a functor on (7-modules to discrete 6-

modules, via the canonical morphism G -* G/U. Then,

DG = ind limyH0(U, )

and H"(U, ) is the right nth derived of H"(U, ). Hence, the corollary also

follows from [1, Proposition 3.10.1, p. 181].

The stable cohomology does not change, when G is replaced by any

subgroup of finite index. In a precise manner,

Proposition 1.4. Let V be a subgroup of finite index in G, and let Ry be the

restriction functor on G-modules to V-modules. Then, if A is a G-module, the

action of P on H"(V,A) can be extended to G, so that HS(V,RV( )) becomes a

cohomological functor isomorphic to H¡(G, ).

Proof. The normal subgroups U of G, of finite index, contained in V form

a final subset of the set of normal subgroups of V, of finite index, and so,

H"(V,A) ^ ind lim H"(U,A),
UQV

not only as abelian groups, but as discrete ^-modules, since V

zz proj lim V/U (U Q V). But, a fortiori, this indexing set is final in the set of

all normal subgroups of finite index in G. Thus,

ô ^ proj lim G/U.

By means of these two isomorphisms, H"(V,A) becomes a discrete (5-module,

as asserted. Furthermore, there is an isomorphism of discrete G-modules

H"(G,A) ̂  ind lim H"(U,A),

again by finality. Hence, H"(V,A) m H"(G,A), as discrete G-modules, and

consequently

H;(V,Ry())^Hs(G, ).

Assume that Av = A. (For example, if A is finite, this condition is fulfilled

by taking Fas the stabilizer of A in G.) Then, if T(A) denotes A viewed as a
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trivial G-module, H"(U,A) sa H"(U, T(A)), as G/17-modules, for U contained

in V, because A and T(A) are isomorphic [/-modules. Therefore, passing to the

limit over U,

H/(G,A) a Hsn(G,T(A)),

and the following is proved, for later use,

Proposition 1.5. The cohomological functors H.(G, ) and H.(G,T()) are
IS

isomorphic on the category of G-modules A satisfying A — A, for some subgroup

V of finite index in G. In particular, they are isomorphic on the category of finite

G-modules.

The next proposition says that the functor DG preserves "isogenies".

Proposition 1.6. Iff: A -» B is an epimorphism of G-modules, with finite

kernel, then DG(f): DG(A) -+ DG(B) is also an epimorphism. Equivalently,

H¡(G,C) - 0,/or all finite G-modules C.

Proof. Take.y £ Bu, U being a normal subgroup of finite index in G, and

write v = f(x), with x E A. Since sx - x E Kerf, for s £ U, the identity

sx => x + (sx — x) shows that Ux is finite. Hence it follows that Gx is finite,

since U has finite index in G. Therefore, observing that DG(A) consists of all

elements in A whose orbits are finite, x E DG(A). Thus, DG(f) is an

epimorphism.

Finally, the equivalence follows from the fact that Hx (G, ) is the right first

derived functor of DG.

The main result of this section establishes that the continuous cohomology

HC(G, ) of G, combined with the stable cohomology of G, approximate the

usual cohomology of G.

Theorem 1.7. There exists a cohomological spectral functor on the category of

G-modules yielding the convergence

Hf(G,Hf(G,A))^Hn(G,A).

Proof. Note that

//°f(G,//°(G, )) = H°(G, ),

for DC(A) = Uj/Cd^) ' = AG. Hence, applying the spectral theorem of

composite functors [1, Théorème 2.4.1, p. 148], it suffices to show that DG

preserves injectives. But this follows from the fact that DG has a left adjoint,

which is exact, namely, the functor 7^ obtained by pulling back the operators

along the morphism A: G -* G. In fact, if M is a discrete G-module, the
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inclusion of DG(A) in A induces a group injection

Homó (M,DG(A)) -> HomG (M,A),

which is natural in (M,A). But, further, it is surjective, since the image of a G-

morphism of M into A is contained in DG(A). (For, given such a morphism/,

if x E Mw, where If is a normal, open subgroup of ô, then, taking

V = A-1 (W), V is a normal subgroup of finite index in G such that f(x)

G Av.) Therefore,

Homó(,/7c()) ^Homc (Fc(),),

as asserted. Finally, it is clear that FG is an exact functor.

Alternative proof. [4, Chapitre I, Proposition 8, p. 1-9], together with 1.3,

show that

Hp(G,Hq(G,A)) at indlimt/7/''(G/i/,77<(t/,>l)).

But,

Hp(G/U,Hq(U,A)) =* H"(G,A),

by using the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence (E(U, A), H(A)) [3, Chapitre

VI, §2, p. 158]. Moreover, the family ((E(U,A),H(A))),j has a structure of

direct system (of spectral sequences) such that, for U 2 V, the morphism

E£q(U,A) -> E%«(V,A) coincides with the morphism Hp(G/U,Hq(U,A))

-» Hp(G/V,Hq(V,A)) belonging to the direct system above, and the mor-

phism H"(A) -» H"(A) is the identity. The theorem follows, now, by taking

the limit.

Corollary 1.8. 7/.4 is a finite G-module, then

HXC(G,DG(A))-^H\G,A),

HC2(G,DG(A)) -£* H2(G,A).

Proof. The spectral sequence associated with A satisfies E2,x = 0, by 1.6.

Thus, the result follows from the corresponding exact sequence for the low

degrees.

Remark 1.9. In [4, Chapitre I, Exercises du §2.6, p. 1-15] Serre establishes

relations between discrete cohomology and profinite cohomology. The spectral

functor provided by 1.7 can be applied to Serre's comparison method. To

perform this application, it is necessary to determine the edge effects on the

base.
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Let A be a G-module. If U and V are normal subgroups of finite index in G

and U "2 V, the diagram

H"(G/U,AU)

^ Hn(G,A)

H"(G/V,AV)

where the morphisms are the inflations, commutes [3, Chapitre II, Proposition

5, p. 53]. Therefore, using [4, Chapitre I, Proposition 8, p. 1-9], the family of

inflations (H"(G/U,AU) -> H"(G,A)),j yields a morphism

HC"(G,DG(A))^H"(G,A).

Since the inflation H"(G/U,AU) -» H"(G,A) is the edge morphism on the

base of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence of (U,A) [3, Chapitre VI,

Proposition 2, p. 160], then H"(G, DG(A)) -* Hn(G,A) is the edge morphism on

the base of the spectral sequence corresponding to A, by the alternative proof of

1.7. (Analogously, the morphism H"(G,A) -» H"(G,A) induced by the ca-

nonical morphism H"(G,A) -* H"(G,A), for the image of this lies in

H"(G,A) , is the edge morphism on the fiber of the spectral sequence of A.)

Explicitly, H"(G,DG(A)) -» Hn(G,A) may be described as follows: the image

of the cohomology class represented by a cocycle/is the cohomology class of

the cocycle ifh", i being the inclusion of DG(A) in A. This fact is easy to verify

by means of the explicit expression of the inflation [3, Chapitre II, §l.c, p. 50].

Furthermore, observe that the composition DGFG is the identity functor on the

category of discrete G-modules. In fact, if M is such a module, DG(M)

- Ut/M*^; but Mh{u) = MA(t/), since G operates continuously on M.

Hence, applying 1.1, DG(M) = \JVMV, where V runs through all normal,

open subgroups of G, and M being discrete, \JyMy = M.

Now, if M is a discrete G-module, making A = FG(M) in H"(G,DG(A))

-* H"(G,A) provides a morphism

Hcn(G,M)-*Hn(G,M),

which sends the cohomology class represented by a cocycle /to the cohomol-

ogy class of the cocycle fhn. Hence, this morphism coincides with that deduced

from the morphism of cohomological functors

77C(G, )^H(G,FG())

extending the identity 77°C(G, ) -» H°(G,FG( )) (recall that 77C(G, ) is a
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universal 3-functor). But this morphism of cohomological functors is that used

by Serre in [4, Chapitre I, Exercises du §2.6, p. 1-15]. Therefore,

If Hq(G,M) - 0, for 0 < q < n and for all finite, discrete G-modules M,

then G satisfies An. In particular, G satisfies Ax.

Proof. The spectral sequence of such a module M verifies £fq — 0, for

0 < q < n. Consequently, the edge morphism Ff ° -* Hp is bijective< for

p < n, and injective, forp = n + 1. Moreover, 1.4 shows that the hypothesis

of the proposition is fulfilled in the case n = 1.

2. Cohomological dimensions. If A is a finite G-module, then H"(G,A) is a

torsion abelian group. Indeed, H"(G,A) is annihilated by some integer ¥• 0,

because A is. Consequently, the adequate version, for the discrete case, of the

cohomological dimension theory of profinite groups [4, Chapitre I, §3, p. 1-17]

is obtained adopting the following definitions.

Letp be a prime number. The cohomological dimension of G, with respect

to the category of finite, p-primary G-modules (in the sense of [2, §8.12, p.

175]), is called the (cohomological) p-dimension of G, and is denoted by d(G).

The (cohomological) dimension d(G) of G is defined by considering the

category of all finite G-modules.

Note that d(G) = suppdp(G), where p runs over all prime numbers. Of

course, this equality follows from the decomposition of a torsion abelian group

into its p-primary components.

The arguments used in [4, Chapitre I, Proposition 14, p. 1-20] can easily be

adapted to prove the following auxiliary result.

Proposition 2.1. Let p be a prime, and let V be a subgroup of finite index in

G. Then:

(ï)dp(V)<dp(G).

(Ü) Ifdp(G) is finite, dp(V) = dp(G).

The stable p-dimension sdp(G) of G, where p is a prime, and the stable

dimension sd(G) of Gare defined by using H¡(G, ) instead of H' (G, ).

It is interesting to observe that Zp = Z/pZ, with the trivial G-action, is a

"test module" for estimating sdp(G), in the following sense: sdp(G) < n,

where n is a nonnegative integer, if (and only if) H¡(G,Zp) = 0,for all integers

r > n. In fact, if A is a finite G-module annihilated by p, then the trivial G-

module T(A) is isomorphic to a finite direct sum Zy. Hence, applying 1.5, it

follows that H¡(G,A) = 0, for r > n, and arguing by induction on the order,

the same holds for A p-primary.

Of course, sd(G) = sup.jt7,(G), while the next result corresponds to 2.1.

Proposition 2.2. Let p be a prime, and let V be a subgroup of finite index in

G. Then, sdp(V) = sdp(G).
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Proof. For any G-module A, H¡(G,A) ek H¡(V,A), by 1.4. Hence, taking

A finite andp-primary, it follows that sd„(G) < sd (V).

On the other hand, let B be a finite K-module. If B' is B considered as a

trivial G-module. then H¡(G,B') =¿ H¡(V,B'), again by 1.4. But, applying 1.5,

H¡(V,B') at :^(V.B), since B is finite. Therefore, H¡(V,B) at H¡(G,B'),

and so, considering Rp-primary, sdp(V) < sdp(G).

Finally, a rt vill A/ill be needed concerning discrete modules over profinite

groups.

Let A be a G-module. AG denotes A/IG • A, IG being the augmentation ideal

of G. Recall that AG is the largest quotient module on which G acts trivially.

If p is a prime and K is a profinite group, cdp(K) is the cohomological p-

dimension of K, in the usual sense [4, Chapitre I, §3.1, p. 1-17].

Proposition 2.3. Let K be a profinite group, and let M be a discrete K-module.

Then;

(i) The family (Mv)y, where U runs through all normal, open subgroups of K,

is an inverse system, with respect to the quotient morphisms of the identity map of

M. The morphism M -» proj \m\yMy induced by the family of projections

(M -» My)y is an injection. Hence, if M # 0, each normal, open subgroup U of

K contains one, say V, such that My ¥= 0.

(ii) Assume that, for a prime p, n = cdp(K) is finite, H"(K,Z) =£ 0 and M is

annihilated by a pr.wer of p. Then, MK =£ 0 implies H"(K,M) # 0.

Proof, (i) The kernel of the morphism M -> proj limy My is Dyly • M.

Since M is the increasing union of Mv, where V runs also through the set of

normal, open subgroups of K, then Iy- M = Uyly • Mv. Thus,

5VM=n(y/^j=y(nvMK) = o,

for Iv • Mv = 0.

(ii) Since M is annihilated by a power of p, MK inherits this property, via the

projection of M onto MK. Then, provided that MK ¥= 0, there is an epimor-

phism MK -* Z, , by the elementary theory of abelian groups. The projection

of M onto MK, followed by the preceding morphism, yield an epimorphism

M -» Z . But the induced morphism H"(K,M) -» H"(K,Zp) is also surjec-

tive, because H"(K, ) is right exact on the category of p-primary, discrete K-

modules [4, Chapitre I, Proposition 11, p. 1-17]. Therefore, H"(K,M) *£ 0,

since Hc"(K,Zp) * 0.
The second part of the preceding proposition generalizes [4, Chapitre I,

Corollaire a la Proposition 21, p. 1-32]. Let K be a pro-p-group, and let

n = cdp(K) be finite. (Of course, H"(K,Zp) # 0, by [4, Chapitre I, Proposi-

tion 21, p. 1-32].) Further, let M be a discrete /¿-module, which is finite andp-
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primary. If U is a normal, open subgroup of K acting trivially on M, then

MK = MF, where F = K/U is a finite p-group. But M ¥= 0 implies MF # 0,

applying [3, Chapitre III, Proposition 1, p. 81] to the dual module N

= Hom(A/, Zp) of M, where M is regarded as an F-module, because NF

= HomF(M,Zp) = Hom(MF,Zp).

Corollary 2.4. Suppose that, for a prime p,n = cdp(K) is finite and M is

annihilated by a power of p. Then, if M # 0, there exists a normal, open subgroup

U of Ksuch that HC"(U,M) # 0.

Proof. Let N be a discrete A'-module, simple and p-primary, such that

H"(K,N) # 0 [4, Chapitre I, Proposition 11, p. 1-17]. Since N is discrete and

simple, there is a normal, open subgroup U of K acting trivially on N. Further,

taking U sufficiently small, it can be assumed that Mv # 0, by 2.3, (i). Since

N is annihilated by p, because it is simple and p-primary, and U operates

trivially on N, then N as Zp'\ for some (finite) set 7, as [/-modules. Hence,

HC"(U,N) a* Hc"(U,Zp){I). But HC"(K,N) # 0 implies HC"(U,N) ± 0, be-

cause there is an epimorphism H"(U,N) -» H"(K,N) [4, Chapitre I, Lemme

4, p. 1-20]. Therefore, Hc"(U,Zp) # 0, and applying to U 2.3, (ii), HC"(U,M)

=£ 0, since Mv # 0.
Now, the main result of this paper will be established.

Theorem 2.5. The following statements are true:

(i) sdp(G) < dp(G) < sdp(G) + cdp(G), for all prime numbers p, and so,

sd(G) <d(G)< sd(G) + cd(G).

(ii) 7/p is a prime number such that sd'(G) and cd'(G) are finite, then

dp(G) = sdp(G) + cdp(G). Hence, d(G) = sd(G) + cd(G), provided that

sd(G ) and cd(G ) are both finite.

Proof, (i) The left-hand inequality, sd (G) < dp(G), follows from 1.3 and

2.1, excluding, previously, the trivial case à'(G) = co.

To prove the right-hand inequality, dp(G) < sdp(G) + cdp(G), assume that

m = sdp(G) and n = cdp(G) are finite (otherwise, the inequality is trivial.) If

A is a finite, p-primary G-module, the spectral sequence (E, H) associated with

A in 1.7 satisfies, for /+/>« + m,

£i^77c'(G,77/(GM)) = 0,

because i > n or/ > m. Therefore, if k > n + m,

77* at Hk(G,A) = 0,
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by the maximum principle for spectral sequences,

(ii) This principle also yields an isomorphism E2'm ax H"+m, that is,

Hc"(G,Hsm(G,A)) a H"+m(G,A).

Thus, dp(G) — n + m if (and only if) there exists a finite, p-primary G-module

A such that H?(G,H™(G,A)) * 0. On the other hand, in view of 2.1, the

equality to be proved follows from showing that dp(V) = n + m, for some

subgroup V of finite index in G. But « = cdp\9), by [4, Chapitre I,

Proposition 14, p. 1-20], since P is isomorphic to an open subgroup of 6 (cf.

1.1), and m = sd (V), by 2.2. Therefore, in the proof, G can be replaced by

any subgroup of finite index, without loss of generality.

Now, let A be a. finite, p-primary G-module such that Hsm(G,A) ̂  0.

According to 2.4, H"(W, Hsm(G,A)) ^ 0, for some normal, open subgroup W

of G. Further, putting V = h~l(W), 1.1 says that Kis a normal subgroup of

finite index in G such that f ^ W. Hence,

Hcn(W,Hsm(G,A)) c* Hcn(,>,Hsm(V,A)),

by 1.4. In conclusion, changing F by G,

Hc"(G,Hsm(G,A)) * 0,

as was to be proved.

Corollary 2.6. Assume that, for a prime p, cd(G) is finite. Then:

(ï)cdp(G)<dp(G).
(ii) cdp(G) # dp(G) implies cdp(G) + 1 < dp(G).

Moreover, the proposition obtained by omitting p is also true.

Proof. Apply 2.5, and notice that sd'(G) # 1 (always), by 1.6.

The G-modules A satisfying FGDG(A) = A are called discrete. Since DGFG

is the identity functor on the category of discrete G-modules, this category is

isomorphic to the category of discrete G-modules, in the preceding sense.

Let g be the cohomological dimension of G, with respect to the category of

discrete G-modules, which are torsion abelian groups [2, §8.12, p. 175]. Since

this category contains the finite G-modules, d(G) < g. Thus, the corollary

shows that cd(G) < g, when cd(G) is finite. This inequality is an answer to

the question suggested by Gruenberg in [2, §8.12, p. 177].
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